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Al~traet--We applied the modified barrier function (MBF) method and its new extensions to the linear 
programming (LP) problem and compared with the known LP barrier method. We then extended to the 
MBF LP method the worst ease estimate O(Lw/--m) for the computational cost of the solution of an LP 
problem (having input size L and the number of constraints and variables m) in terms of the number of 
Newton's teps (such an estimate iswell-known for the LP barrier methods), and we showed the improved 
numerical stability of Newton's teps compared with the LP barrier methods. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We study the application of the modified barrier function (MBF) method, as well as of its further 
extensions, to the linear programming (LP) programs and compare the results with the application 
of the known LP barrier method [1, 2]. The MBF method was presented in Ref. [3] for the 
constrained optimization problem: 
x* = argrnin{fo(x)lf(x ) >/0, i = 1 . . . . .  m}, (1) 
where x is an n-dimensional vector, and f0(x) and all the f (x )  are fixed functions. This method 
is an improvement on its predecessor, the barrier function method [4], which reduced problem (1) 
to the unconstrained optimization problem, x*= argrnin{F(x)}. 
Here either 
(Frisch [51) or 
F(x) =f0(x) - 2- '  ~ lnf(x), (2) 
i 
(Carrol [6]) or 
F(x) =f0(x) - ~ (2f(x))-t, (2a) 
i 
F(x) =f0(x) - 2 -1~ 1/~(f(x)),  (2b) 
i 
where ~(y)  is a monotone concave function, ~(0) = 0, ~'(0) = 1, ~"(0) < 0. 
The barrier function method has been thoroughly studied, and its power was clearly demon- 
strated in Ref. [4], but the major difficulty of this approach stems 
to the infinity as x--.x*. This difficulty, however, can be avoided 
from the fact that F(x) grows 
by using the MBFs, 
F(u, x, 4) = f0(x) - 2 -~  ui/~(2f(x) + 1), (3) 
i 
F(u, x, 2) = fo(x ) - 2 -l ~ ui In (2 f (x  ) + 1), (3a) 
i 
F(u, x, 2) =f0(x) - 2 -1 ~ u#(gf(x) + 1). (3b) 
i 
tSome results of this paper have been presented at the Third SlAM Conference on Optimization, April 1989, Boston, Mass., 
U.S.A. 
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Here u~ and ;t are positive scalar parameters, u = [ui] is the vector of the Lagrange multipliers. 
Suppose that the value ~. is fixed, the functions f0(x) and -f~(x) are convex, and some customary 
regularity conditions hold. Then there exists the vector u = u* [which is actually a saddle point 
of F(u, x, 4) and thus the optimum solution to the associated ual problem] such that 
x* ffi argmin{F(u*, x, 4)}, (4) 
and (u*, x*, ;.) is a saddle point of F(u, x, 4). Moreover, for F(u, x, ,~) defined by equation (3a), 
for any u sufficiently close to u* and for any sufficiently large ;t, there exists the vector 
= ~(u, 4) = argmin{F(u, x, ,~)}, (5) 
and 
max{ IIx -- x'H2, II t~ - .*11=} -< x-'llu - u 'h ,  (6) 
where u = [u, . . . . .  urn] T, t~ = (,~f~(~) + 1)-tu, for all i, a is a scalar and lie is the Euclidean orm 
of a vector v. 
These results (due to Polyak and extended in Theorem 3.1 below) enable us to approximate to 
u* by computing ~ = Yc(u, A) and f~ = f4(u, ~, 4) for a fixed u and for a sufficiently large 4. The 
problem now is how to compute g given u and 4. 
In the LP barrier method, a similar problem arises for the Frisch function (2). The problem can 
be easily solved for smaller ). = ~0, and then the solution can be recursively extended (by using 
Newton's iteration) from ~ = )~ to ). = ~.¢+ l ffi (l + h)A~, h = I /(40x/~ ), m being the maximum of 
the numbers of constraints and variables (see Refs [l, 2]). 
In this paper, we show that at least the same speed of the increase of A can be ensured by using 
Newton's iteration for the MBF LP method. Furthermore, we show that the MBF method avoids 
the numerical stability problems even where the LP barrier methods have them. 
Technically, we prove a global version of bound (6) in the LP case, in which we also relax the 
cited restrictions on u and 4, and we extend the method by proving the version of equation (5) 
where the scalar ~. is replaced by a diagonal matrix; this leads to a preconditioned MBF 
(abbreviated as PMBF) method, which gives us some additional control over the convergence and 
numerical stability (note the PBF option). We observe that the numerical stability of the MBF 
method in LP, as well as of the LP barrier methods, may depend on the format of the LP. In the 
Appendix, we show such a dependence and we also show how the numerical stability can be 
improved by using preconditioning and other means. 
We will organize the rest of our presentation as follows: in Section 2 we introduce some 
definitions and recall some simple auxiliary facts. In Section 3 we state and in Section 4 prove 
the global version of equation (5) where we remove the restriction on u and ~. and allow 
preconditioning. In Sections 5-8 we describe the resulting LP algorithms and, in particular, their 
Newton's iteration block. In Section 9 we estimate the convergence rate. In Section 10 we compare 
the resulting algorithms with the LP barrier method. In Section I l we show some further extensions 
of our algorithm. In Section 12 we briefly comment on the application of the MBF method to 
nonlinear programming. 
2. SOME BASIC FACTS AND DEFINIT IONS 
Let Rg.h denote the algebra of g x h real matrices, which are vectors if g = 1 or h = 1. For a 
matrix (or vector) W, let V/~j = (W)lj denote its entry ( i , j ) ,  W fr its transpose, W -T the inverse of 
II wll~ its 2-norm; for four matrices, vectors or scalars U ~ Re, h, V ~ Rj.h, W ~ Re, k, Z ~ Rj.k, we 
define the block matrix and the two block vectors 
Os, h and Ig denote the g x h null matrix and the g x g identity matrix, respectively; eh denotes the 
vector [1, 1 . . . . .  1]TERh,;; we will drop the size subscripts where the context makes them 
unnecessary. 
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In denotes logarithms to the exponential base. For a function f (x )  and for two vectors u and 
v, let ui = (u)~ and vi = (v)~ denote their ith coordinates, let uv denote the vector whose ith coordinate 
is (u)i (v)i, and let f(u) denote the vector whose ith coordinate isf((u)~) (which defines, in particular, 
In u and u d for any scalar d). The inequalities u t> v and u > v imply that (u)~ t> (v)i and (u)~ > (v)i 
for all i, respectively, diag(u) denotes the diagonal matrix with the coordinates of the vector u filling 
the diagonal. 
Dx, Du, D~ and Du.v denote the operators of differentiation with respect o all the coordinates 
of the vectors x, u, v and [u r, va'] r, respectively. 
Given A • Rm. ~, p • R~. t, q • Rm. 1, m >1 n, denote 
r (x  ) = Ax  - q, 
and define a primal-dual pair of LP problems: 
x* = argrnin{pTxlr(x) >>. 0}, (7) 
u* = argmax{qrulA ru = p, u >i 0}, (Ta) 
where x • Rn. ~ and u • Rm. 1 [compare with equation (1)]. 
We will assume nondegeneracy of both primal and dual problems, so that rank A = n, and the 
complementary slackness conditions hold in the strict form [see relations (8) and (8a) below). To 
simplify the notation, we will assume that the constraints (r(x))~>>.O and consequently the 
components of the vectors u, u* and q and the rows of the matrix A have been numbered so that 
u_ =min(u* ) t>O, ( r (x* ) ) ,=O,  for i ~<n, (8) 
i<~n 
r_ = min (r(x*))i > 0, (u*)i = 0, for i > n. (8a) 
i>n  
Thus the first n constraints of the primal problem (7), (Ax - q)i >>- 0 for i = 1 . . . . .  n, are active, 
and the other m - n are passive at x = x*, the first n rows of A form the basis submatrix B, and 
we will respectively denote 
[B]  [q , ]  r (x )=Frn(x , ]  [u , ]  Fu*l  
A = ' q= qN ' Lrs(x) J '  u= us , U*=Lu~j ,  (8b) 
B • Rn.n, N • R . . . . .  ; qs, rs(x), us, u* • Rn. l; qs, rs(x),  us, u*, • R . . . .  i. 
Remark 2. I 
Actually, we do not a priori know the subdivision of the matrix A and the vectors q, r(x),  u and 
u* into their basis and nonbasis parts. Moreover, whenever such a subdivision is available, we may 
immediately compute x* and/or u* by solving the linear systems 
Brus = p, (9) 
Bx = qs (9a) 
and setting u* = 0. This observation reduces computing x* and u* to renumbering the original 
residuals (r(x))i and the associated ual variables (u),. so as to make relations (8) and (Sa) hold, 
or equivalently, to partitioning all the dual variables (u)~ into the basis ones, such that (u*); > 0, 
and the nonbasis ones, such that (u*)~ = 0. 
Further, let 
[o o 1 A = As 
be an m × m diagonal matrix with positive scalars 2; on its diagonal, As • R~.~. Denote 
7~ = 7~(x, A )  =em + Ar (x ) ,  7iB = en + AsrB(x) ,  7~s = era_ ~ + Asrs (x ) ,  (10) 
A = A(x, A) = diag(~), ~ = Aem, As = diag(7~s), As = diag(~s), (10a) 
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and equivalently rewrite equation (7) as follows: 
x* = argmin{prxlA -t In ~(x, A) i> 0}. 
[Note that ~B(x*, A )= en due to relations (8) and (8a).] 
The associated Lagrangian takes form of the PMBF, which slightly generalizes the MBFs of 
equation (3a): 
F(u, x, A)  = prx  - A -luT In ~(x, A), (11) 
so that the vector u of the Lagrange multipliers is exactly the vector of the dual variables, and 
F(u*, x* ,A)=prx*  [see relations (8), (8a) and (11)]. Furthermore, 
f (u,  x, A )  = DxF(u, x, A)  =p - A T A-tu.  (12) 
Relations (8), (8a) and (12) imply that 
f (u* ,  x*,  A)  = p - A Tu * = p -- BTU * = 0. (13) 
Remark 2.2 
PMBF turns into the MBF if we set A = 2I for a positive scalar ;t. On the other hand, the PMBF 
would turn into a customary LP barrier function if we set u = era, A = A/for a positive scalar 2 
and replace A(x, A) by r(x).  
Further, denote 
= ~(u, x, A) = A-I(x, A)u, u = A(x, A)~, (14) 
:~T = [~,  ~] ,  ~B = A~IuB, :~s = A~us ,  (14a) 
U = diag(u), UB = diag(us), Us = diag(us), (14b) 
0 = diag(~), UB = diag(~B), 0s  = diag(~s), (14c) 
h = h(us, x, A )  = N r A~l(x, A)uu. (15) 
Rewrite f (u,  x, A) = 0, the first order necessary condition for x = argmin F(u, x, A),  as follows: 
p - BT~s -- h(us,  x, A) = 0. (16) 
We will assume hereafter that x and A range in the domain f~ = {(x, A), A(x, A) > 0}. Clearly, 
x* = argmin{F(u*, x, A)[x ~ fl} [compare quation (3)]. 
Remark 2.3 
Let us recall some customary ways of handling degeneracy. If rank A = p < n, we may reduce 
problem (7) to the problem of computing 
z* = argmin{srzlSz >I q }, (17) 
where s, z ~ Rp. ~, S e Rm. p, rank S = p. Indeed, we define two matrices T ~ Rm. n and Q ~ Rn, n such 
that 
A = TQ, (18) 
T = [S, O . . . .  p], rank S = p, and Q is a readily invertible matrix. (We choose Q and T such that 
Q is orthogonal, so that QTQ= In, and the p x p upper submatrix of S is lower triangular.) Then 
let y = Qx, rewrite equation (7) as y* = argmin{(prQry lTy >>. q}, and observe that the problem has 
no finite optimum solution unless (Qp)~ = 0 for i --p + 1 . . . . .  n. In the latter ease, we let s and 
z denote the pair of the subvectors of the vectors y and Qp, resp~tively, formed by their first p 
components. Thus, we arrive at z* of equation (17) and then obtain 
<--[ z I,o . 
Computing the matrices T and Q does not require us to know rank A. As another customary 
alternative, we may replace matrix equation (18) by the SVD of A and then remove the component 
of z corresponding to the smaller singular values of A. 
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3. THE BASIS THEOREM 
In the statement of our basis theorem (see Theorem 3.1 below), we will use the following 
definitions: 
H = Dxf(U, x, A) = H(u, x, A) = ATA-IUAA-IA = ATA-10AA = H B + H~, (19) 
HB = BTA~ I UnABA~ IB = BTA; I UBABB, (19a) 
HN = NTA~ j UNANA~ 1N = NTA~ 10~A~N. (19b) 
(Here and hereafter we exploit the fact that the product of diagonal matrices is commutative.) 
The matrices H, H s and H~ are symmetric; they are nonnegative definite if all the entries of the 
vector Au are nonnegative; furthermore, the matrices lib and, therefore, H are positive definite if, 
in addition, all the components of the vector Asus are positive (since B is a nonsingular matrix). 
We will consider the domain 
II = {(u, x, A)l(x, A) ef l ,  u t> 0, rank H = rank A = n}, (20) 
where the symmetric nonnegative definite matrix H is nonsingular and, therefore, symmetric 
positive definite. Furthermore, for a fixed A, rank H < rank A implies that (u)i = 0 for some i ~< n. 
Let us also prove the following simple fact. 
Proposition 3.1 
F(x, u, A) is strongly convex in the domain l'I. 
Proposition 3.1 immediately follows from equations (10) and (10a), because prx is linear and 
thus convex, - A ff lur~ In ~N(x, A) is convex since Aem > 0 and u~/> 0, and - A ~ lu~ In ~s(x, A) is 
strongly convex since Aem > 0 and urn > 0. [] 
Now we will state our basis theorem, which gives a global version of relations (5) and (6) in the 
LP case and which we will prove in the next section (compare also with Remark 4.1 there). 
Theorem 3.1 
The following properties hold in the domain II defined by relations (20): 
1. There exists a unique vector ~ such that 
= ~(u, A) = argmin F(u, x, A), (21) 
f(u, Yc, A) = OxF(u, .~, A) = 0. (21a) 
2. For the vectors ~---~(u, A) of equation (21), x* of equation (7), ~ = ~(u,~, A) of 
equation (14) (with x = ~) and u*= [ut*, . . . ,  u*] r of equation (7a), we have: 
IlaB-u*ll, ~, =maxl ls-r ( [o,~, , - -NT]+HsH- 'AT)A- 'H2,  (22) 
- x* l l=- -<v Ilu - u*l l=, v ffi max[la- h  -'ll , (23)  
where A = A(A~(u, A) - q) + era, H and HN are defined by equations (19) and (19b) for 
x = ~(a, A), and the maximums are over all the vectors a = u + ~t(u* - u), 0 ~< • ~< 1, so 
that, in particular, 
£(u*, A) = x*, f~s(u*, A) = u*. (24) 
Corollary 3.1 
Let A = 2L 2 ~ oo. Then 
max(v,/z) ~< a/2, (25) 
where a is invariant in 2, so that ~(u, A )~x* ,  ~(u, x, A )~u*  as A ~ for any fixed u > 0 [compare 
equations (14) and (21)]. 
In Sections 5-8 we will show how to compute ~ for A ffi 2L for a fixed u and for a large 2, and 
will devise MBF algorithms for the LP problem (7). 
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4. PROOF OF THE BASIS THEOREM 
Equations (21) and (21a) are equivalent: surely, not only equation (21) implies relation (21a), 
but also equation (21 a) implies equation (21) due to Proposition 3.1. To prove equations (21 a)-(23), 
we introduce the auxiliary map 
it = it (fB, u, x, A) = (p - B~fB -- h(u~, x, A ), fB - A~' uB), 
where the vector h = h(u:~, x, A) and the matrix As = AB(x, A) are defined by equations (10), (10a) 
and (15). Clearly, 
tt(u * , u*, x*, A) = 0 (26) 
[see equations (14a) and (16)]. Differentiate it with respect o x and us and obtain the Jacobian 
matrix 
-,'7:r, 7"] o] Dx.,-,nit=Dx,c, s i t ( fn,  u ,x ,A)  LB_H, z j L o 
Clearly, this Jacobian matrix of it is nonsingular if (u, x, A) ~ H, so we apply the implicit function 
theorem and Proposition 3.1 and define the unique pair of smooth vector-functions 
x = ~(u, A), fin = fn(u, A) such that equation (24) holds, and furthermore, such that 
it(an(u, :Co(u, A ), A ), u, .¢¢(u, A ), A) = 0 
[provided that (u, ~(u, A), A) ~ HI, or equivalently: 
h(u~, .¢c(u, A ), A) = p - BT fn  (26a) 
[this amounts to equations (16) for x = ~ or equation (21a)] and 
UB = AB 1(~ (U, A), A)us (26b) 
[compare with equation (14a)]. 
It remains to prove relations (22) and (23). Differentiate the identities (26a) and (26b) with respect 
to u and obtain that 
D, fib = - B - T D u h ,  (27) 
AnA~2UnBD, x + D, fn = [A~ j, O . . . . .  ]. (27a) 
Differentiate quation (15) with respect o u and obtain that 
D,h = NT([O . . . . . .  a ; ' ]  - AuA;EUuND, x). 
Substitute this expression into equation (27) and deduce that 
D, fin = B -TNT( -- [O . . . . . .  AN ~] + AuA~,2UuND, x). (28) 
Substitute quations (28) into (27a) and deduce that 
(AnA~2UnB + B-TNTAuA~2UNN)D.x = [A~ l, B-TNXA~ l]. 
Multiply both sides of the latter identity by B T, substitute the matrix H of equation (19) on the 
left-hand side of the resulting identity, and obtain that 
HD.x  = ATA - 1. (29) 
For an alternate derivation of equation (29), apply the operator D. to equation (21a). 
H-~ is nonsingular for u e H, so that 
D,x = H-IATA -I. (29a) 
Integrate quation (29a) along the line segment connecting u and u*, recall that ~(u*, A) = x*, due 
to equation (26), and deduce relations (23). 
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Finally, substitute quations (29a) into (28) and deduce that 
D,~B = B-r  Nr(--[O . . . . . .  Ira_,] + ANA;12UNNH-IA r)A -l 
= B-r(-  [O .... Na~ + H#H- 'Ar )A  -'. (30) 
Observe that fin(u*, A) = uB* due to equation (26b) and deduce relations (22) from equations (30) 
by means of integration. [] 
Remark 4.1 
As we can see from the proof of Theorem 3.1, bound (22) holds even if relations (8b) partition 
the vectors q, r(x), u and u* not into their basis and nonbasis parts but into any pairs of subvectors 
of dimensions n and m - n, respectively, and that the matrix A has been similarly partitioned. On 
the other hand, we may immediately complement relations (22) by the simple bound: 
II a,,, - ur, 115 ~ Ila;'(.~, a )11, tl u,,,- u .  I1,, (31) 
which follows from equation (14a) since u* = 0 [see relations (8a)]. 
5. NEWTON'S ITERATION AND ITS RAPID CONVERGENCE 
We will approximate to ~ for fixed A and u by applying Newton's iteration to the equation 
f(u, x, A) = 0, that is, we will fix u, A and x = x(0) and will recursively compute 
x(k  + l) = x (k )  - H - ' f (u ,  x (k ) ,  a ) ,  k = O, 1 . . . . .  (32) 
where H is defined by equations (19), and f by equations (12), for A = A(x(k), A). The vector 
z = H-I f (u,x(k) ,  A) in equations (32) can be obtained from the solution to the linear system 
' r" '"-  b.:.,-.., o _..z.=..u] 
Newton's iteration has been applied in the LP barrier method, as discussed in Ref. [2], Section 2. 
We shall assume (as usual and with no loss of generality) that the method rapidly converges for 
some fixed initial choice of u and A, and we will then recursively extend the proof of the rapid 
convergence to the nearby values of u and/or A. More precisely, rapid convergence means here and 
hereafter that sequence (32) of the approximations x(k) satisfies the bounds: 
IIx(k) - ~ II ~ 3"5~/2~, (33) 
for a certain di < 1/20 and for an appropriately fixed vector norm (see Ref. [2]). We will also call 
such a convergence globa" quadratic, and in this paper we will apply the following norm (compare 
with Ref. [2]): 
Ilvll = IIAA-'AVII=" (34) 
Recursive modification of u and A shall be used in order to arrive at relation (25) or at similar 
relations that would imply that the vectors ~ - x *, for ~ = ~ (u, A), and ~ (u, g, A) - u * have small 
norms due to Theorem 3.1. 
Remark 5. I 
Whenever the rapid convergence bound (33) has been ensured, O(logs) steps (32) suffice to 
improve by 2' times the initial approximation x(0) to ~. In particular, for s -- L being the input 
size of the LP, such an improvement suffices for all reasonable purposes, and in fact, a constant 
number of steps (32) or even a single step (32) usually suffice (compare with Ref. [2]). Hereafter, 
we will be satisfied whenever we ensure the rapid convergence bound (33) and will not further 
specify the number of steps (32) required in this case. 
$ v. P*N 
Remark 5.2 
To ensure numerical stability of Newton's teps (32), we shall keep the condition of the matrix 
H bounded, by means of varying the nonzero entries of the matrix A and the smaller components 
of u. 
6. AN OUTLINE OF THE ALGORITHM 
The above consideration leads us to the following algorithm for computing x* and u* given A, 
p and q. 
Algorithm 6.1 
1. Apply the known techniques ofthe LP barrier methods in order to compute initial 
values of u, A = 41 and x(0) such that iteration (32) quadratically converges to 
= ~(u, A) (compare with Ref. [7]). 
2. Recursively repeat he computations that update the triple (u, A, x(0)) in each 
recursive step: at first the vector u and/or the matrix A are updated according to 
a certain policy, specified in the next two sections, so as to ensure the rapid 
convergence bound (33) for Newton's iteration (32); then a sufficiently close 
approximation x(k) to ~ is chosen as the updated vector x(0). 
3. In each recursive step 2, compute the vector r(~) (for the resulting ~) and 
subdivide its components into the n smallest and the m -n  other ones. Assume 
that the former components urn into 0 at x = x*, which identifies the set of the 
active (basis) constraints (Ax*-q)~ = 0 (compare with Remark 2.1). Compute 
x* =B-'qn and u* =B-Tp assuming such a subdivision into the basis and 
nonbasis constraints. If Ax* >. q, u* >>. O, set u* = 0 and end the computations, 
else continue stage 2. 
Remark 6.1 
The global Newton method (see Ref. [8]) seems to be a good practical means of computing the 
initial approximation x(0). 
Remark 6.2 
The subdivision of the constraints into active (basis) and passive (nonbasis) may alternately 
follow from the subdivision of the components of the vector ~ = ~(u, x(0), A) into n larger ones 
and m - n smaller ones, and we may respectively modify stage 3 of Algorithm 6.1 by testing the 
latter subdivision in addition to or instead of the subdivision defined by r(~). Near the optimum 
x* and u*, both recipes should define the same subdivision of the constraints. To complete the 
description of Algorithm 6.1, it remains to specify its stage 2. 
7. UPDATING THE DUAL VARIABLES IN NEWTON'S ITERATION 
Next, we will consider recursive transformations of the triple (u, A, x(0)) at stage 2 of Algorithm 
5.2. We will let u and A denote the original parameter values used at the previous recursive steps, 
and let 6 and /I denote their current, updated values; x(0) will denote the updated value, and 
= ~(u, A)ffi argnfinF(u,x, A) will be defined by u and A. We will assume that stage 1 of 
Algorithm 6.1 gives us that 
{Ix(0) -xl} ~< 1/20. (35) 
Here and hereafter, the norm }Iv 11 is defined by equation (34). To simplify our analysis, we will 
confine our study to the cases where only u or only A are updated in each call to stage 2. (The 
extension to the g~r~eral case is left to the reader.) In this section we will assume A invariant, that 
is, we will let A =/],  will define a by equation (14) and will let 
fi = @~ + (I - O)u = (~ + (I - @)A)~, (36) 
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O = diag([Ol . . . . .  6)re]T), 0 < O, ~< 1 for all i, so that 
- u -- e (~ - u).  (36a)  
Relations (36) and (36a) imply that 
Ila - u*l12 = IIo(~ - u*) + ( i  - O) (u  - u* )h  ~< [lI - (1  - v )6)[12 tl u - u*l12. 
By moving 6) towards I, we will decrease [[~-  u* [12, but we should do this carefully in order  to 
preserve the rapid convergence bound (33). In Lemma 7.1 we will define such a careful choice for  
6). The proof of the rapid convergence bound (33) readily follows by means of the known 
techniques (see Ref. [2]) provided that inequality (35) holds, ~ ~< 1/40 and 7 ~< 1 where 
= [3(a, so, A )  = I[(Dxf(a, 2, A))-'f(~, 2, A)[]; (37) 
2, A) ~< sup 1 (Dxf(~, 2, A)) - lDhf(~,  .~, 71) (37a) V(~, 
h~>2 n1 
[for the norm of equation (34)]. 
Let us first estimate l/, by using the equation p = A rA-lu. Thus, 
= I IH-'(p - ATA-'~)II = I I [AA-tA(ATA-tOAA- IA) - tATA- 'O]O+( u -- u)ll2. (38) 
Here and hereafter, 0 denotes diag(a) [compare quations (14b) and (14c)]; (diag(v)) + denotes 
diag(v +), the M oore-Penrose generalized inverse of diag(v), where (v +)i = 1/(v)i f (v)~ # 0; (v +)t = 0 
if (v), = 0; 
a = A(~, A). (39) 
(We do not write A since A = ./i in this case). Therefore, 
~< II a+(u-  ~)ll2 = Ila+6)(u- ~))ll~, (40) 
since the above matrix in the brackets is a projection matrix and since ~-  u = 6) (~-  u) [see 
equation (36a)]. We recall equation (14) and deduce that 
t~ - u = 6)(~ - u) = 6)(1 - A(g, A ))f4 = -6 )A  diag(r(~))fi, 
so that, denoting I (u )= UU + diag(r(g)r +(~)), we obtain that 
U+(u - ~) = 1(u)6)(6) + (1 - 6))A)-~Ar(~) 
= I(u)6) (1 + (1 - 6))A diag(r (~)))- I A r  (2 )  
= 1(u)6)(I - 6) + (A diag(r(~)))+)-'em. 
Therefore [see relations (40)], 
~ tll(u)O(i- 6) + (A diag(r(Yc)))+)-'em [[2. 
Next, we deduce (similarly to Ref. [2]) that 
7 <<-IIAA-'AH-IATA-IOe~[12 = 1, 
where the equality follows since we again deal with a projection matrix. We arrive at 
Lemma 7. I 
The rapid convergence bound (33) for Newton's iteration (32) is preserved in the transition from 
u to ~ provided that 
3~ <. 3 <. [lI(u)6)(1 - 6) + (A diag(r(~)))+)-~e,, 115 
=(~(6)) /2(1- - (6)) ,+ l/(21(r(YO),))-2)'/2<~ 1/40, (41) 
where the summation is in all i such that (u),(r(~)), q: 0. 
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Corollary 7.1 
If O --- I/(40~/-m - ~) for a certain (sufficiently small) positive u = ~(A, r(~)) and if r(~) >I 0, 
then relations (41) hold. 
Remark 7.1 
We may update u by using equation (36), with ~ replaced by an approximation to the solution 
of the dual LP problem (7a) computed by applying the same approach to it (with x playing the 
role of u and supplied by the current approximation to the x*). 
8. NEWTON'S ITERATION WITH UPDATED SCALING 
Now, let us assume that the vector u remains invariant and the diagonal matrix A changes into 
a diagonal matrix/i having larger diagonal entries. Then ~ and v will decrease in relations (22) 
and (23), but again, we should preserve the rapid convergence bound (33) in the transition from 
A to .4. This is ensured if//y < 1/40, and the approach of Ref. [2] [see equations (37) and (37a) 
with fi replaced by u] yields the bounds 
1, , ItH-'tr - 
so that 
fl <<. II(AT~-~U.d~-'A)-'ATU(A -~ - A-')em [I, 
where the norm is defined by equation (34), A by equation (39), and ~ = .4r(~) + e,,. Consequently, 
fl <<. [I[A~-'A(AT~-'AUT~-'A)-'ATT~-'U]7~(A - ' -  ~-')em ll: <<. II (A-' - ~-')e.. II: 
= IIA - A ) r (~) l l2 ,  (42) 
where the latter inequality follows since the matrix in the brackets i a projection matrix. Therefore, 
fl~ ~<(~. ((~,--2+)/2~)2/(1 + /(2,(rC~)),):)'/2=[~ ((2~-+~;)/(2++ l/(r(fc)),))2] '/:, (43) 
where the summation is over all i such that (r(~))~  0. We arrive at 
Lemma 8.1 
The rapid convergence bound (33) for Newton's iteration (32) is preserved in the transition from 
A to ,t if the right-hand side of inequality (43) is less than 1/40, in particular, if 
/~i ~ 2i ~ (1 "Jl- 40~]//m)~i "4" 1/(r(R))~ 
40,j_  , (44) 
for all i such that (r(~))~ > 0. 
The rapid convergence bound (33) will be preserved ue to bound (43) if we set 
A = A( l  + + 1/(40,/m)) (45) 
for a certain (sufficiently small) positive 6 = 6(r(~)). 
9. A PRIORI ESTIMATES FOR THE COMPUTATIONAL COST 
Theorem 3. l and the results of the last two sections uggest two following policies of updating 
u and A at stage 2 of Algorithm 6.1. 
Policy 9.1 
Fix u and recursively update A = AI according to equation (45) for nonnegative alues of b such 
that the rapid convergence bound (33) holds in all the updatings of 2. End where the solution 
vectors x* and u* are computed at stage 3 of Algorithm 6.1. 
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Policy 9.2 
Apply Policy 9.1 until we arrive at the bound 
a/2 <~ 0.5 
for the scalar a of inequality (25); relation (46) then implies that 
11'  - u*l12 0.511u - u* l l=,  
- x* l l= 0.511u - 
(46) 
(47) 
(47a) 
for u being the current input vector of stage 2 of Algorithm 6.1 and for 2 and ~ defined by equations 
(14) and (21). Then stop changing A and update the vector u by using equation (36) with O defined 
as in Corollary 7.1 (for a nonnegative ct), ensuring the rapid convergence bound (33). 
Since the rapid convergence bound (33) has been maintained, we may refer to Remark 5.1. 
Furthermore, Theorem 3.1 and Lemmas 7.1 and 8.1 imply the following estimates. 
Proposition 9.1 
Both Policies 9.1 and 9.2 only require O(x/~L ) updatings of u and/or 2 in order to compute 
the solution vectors x* and u*, provided that the rapid convergence bound (33) holds for all the 
choices of ~t and/or 6 made. 
Remark 9.1 
Bound (33) holds already for the choice 6 = ~t = 0, but choosing larger ct and/or 6 may lead to 
decreasing the complexity bound O(x/C-mL). 
Remark 9.2 
The moment of the transition from Policies 9.1 to 9.2, as well as the larger values of 6 and ~, 
still consistent with bound (33), can be defined ynamically, by using the feedback from Newton's 
iteration (32) [which should show the rapid convergence bound (33)] and from the value 
z= u, lr,(x)[, (48) 
i= l  
which serves as an objective function that decreases to 0 at x = x*, u = u*. Surely, we may also 
try various hybrid policies where both u and 2 change. 
10. COMPARISON OF THE PRECONDIT IONED AND UNPRECONDIT IONED 
MODIF IED BARRIER FUNCTION METHODS WITH 
THE LP BARRIER METHOD 
Let us compare the MBF method in both preconditioned (PMBF) and unpreconditioned 
versions, with the variant of the customary LP barrier method obtained from the MBF method 
based on equation (11) by setting u --- era, A = A/and by replacing A(x, A) by r(x), or, equivalently, 
by Ar(x). Our analysis is immediately extended; in particular, Theorem 3.1 is extended, the matrix 
H turns into the matrix ffI=2ATdiag(r(x))-:A, and v of bound (23) is replaced by 
= I g -~A a- diag(r (x))-lem 112" Since rB (x)--,0 as x --*x *, it is generally hard to control and to bound 
ft. There are alternate ways of estimating the rate of convergence of £ to x* as 2--* oo in this case 
[2], but the extension to the MBF and to the PMBF methods generally gives us more power to 
control and to improve the approximations to x* and u*. 
Numerical stability is not a problem in some variants of the LP barrier method (except for the 
cases of the degeneracy of the LP), but is a major weak point of the particular variant that we 
consider. Indeed, since rn(x)~O, rs(x)~ru(x*) > 0 as x ~x* ,  the matrix/~/ll,qll2 converges to the 
matrix of the form (~B)/IlffB 112 + o (1) as x--,x *, where HB = 2Br(diag(rB( x)))-2B. Such (generally 
ill-conditioned) matrices H are the coefficient matrices of the linear systems of equations that must 
be solved in Newton's iteration of this variant of the LP barrier method. 
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In the MBF and PMBF methods, we deal with linear systems having the coefficient matrix H 
of equation (19), 
H = ATOAA-IA, AA -I --- diag(r(x) + A-le,,)-l, 
H converges to the matrix Ha = BTU*ABA~tB as u-,u*. On the other hand, we may control 
ABAj t = diag(rs(x)+ A~e,)  if we slow down the increase of the diagonal entries of As, so as to 
make the term A~te, dominate over the term rs(x) as x- ,x* .  Then HB will converge to a scalar 
multiple of BTU * AsA ~ ~B, and we may control the condition of Ha bY choosing appropriate AB 
in the PMBF method. In the MBF method, Ha shall converge to the matrix BTAnU*B, whose 
condition is an intrinsic parameter of the given LP problem, insensitive ven to the degeneration 
of the primal problem, whereas uch a degeneration implies instability of the LP barrier method. 
Finally, we may extend the above comparisons to the simplified versions of the MBF and the 
PMBF methods, obtained by replacing the vector u by e= throughout. In this case, the matrix H 
of equation (19) takes the form of A TA-2AA, and we still may control A-2A and the condition of 
H by means of varying the matrix A. 
11. A GENERALIZATION OF THE PMBF METHOD 
In this section, we will consider a natural generalization of the PMBF method. Namely, we will 
fix a continuous function g(s) such that lims~0g(s) = oo and will replace the function F(u, x, A) 
of equation (11) by 
F(u, x, A) = prx - g(A )u r In J~(x, A). (1 la) 
[Equation (1 la) turns into equation (11) i fg (s )= 1/s.] Here, for simplicity, we will keep the same 
notation F(u, x, A) as in equation (11), and we will similarly do hereafter forf(u, x, A), h(uu, x, A) 
and so on. In particular, we have: 
f (u ,  x,  A )  = p - A Tg(A )AA-tu, (12a) 
a = g(a)AA- 'u ,  (14b) 
h = h(UN, X, A )  = NTg(AN)ANANlUN. (15a) 
Then f (u* ,x* ,A)=O,  and moreover, equation (16) remains a necessary condition for 
x = argmin F(u, x, A). Then we shall let 
D~f = H = ATA-tg(A)A2UA-~A =AT(YA-~AA, (19c) 
H,v = N'rO, vA~' ANN (19d) 
[compare quations (19) and (19b)]. Also observe that 0 varies depending on the choice of g(s), 
and this property can be used to improve the numerical stability of Newton's iteration steps, which 
is actually the only advantage of such a generalization of the PMBF method. 
To state the extension of Theorem 3.1, we only need to define new # and v as follows: 
I z = max]lB-T(--[ 0.... N'r] + H~H-'Ar)Ag(A) A-~ ll2, (22a) 
v = max [I H -  'A rAg (A)A-~I[2. (23a) 
Let us deduce these bounds by following the line of Section 4. In particular, we modify the map 
by using equations (14b) and (15a) and successively deduce that 
Du t~B = - B-TD.h; (27) 
A2Bg(Aa)A~2UsBDux + D.~ a = [Asg(As)A~ 1,O . . . . .  ], (27b) 
Du ~B = B-TD~h = B -TNTg(AN)AN( -- [0 . . . . . .  A~ ~] + ANA~2UsND~x). (28a) 
Substitute quations (28a) into (27b), and obtain that 
(A2 g(AB)A~2UBB + B-TNTg(AN)A2NAN2UsN)D.x = [ABg(AB)A~', B-TNTg(AN)ANANq. 
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Mult iply both sides of  the latter identity by B r, substitute the mat f ixHofequat ion  (19c), and 
deduce that 
so that 
HD,,x = A r Ag(A )A -I, (29b) 
Du x = H-  ~ A rAg (A )A- l, (29c) 
and equation (23a) is deduced by means of  integration. 
An alternate way of  deducing equations (29b) and (29c) is by application of  the operator  D~ to 
the equation f(u, x, A) = 0 [compare equation (12)]. 
Finally, substitute equations (29c) into (28a), and obtain that 
D~ rib = B - TNT( -- [0 . . . . . .  g (As)As A~ 1] .~_ As A~ 2 Us NH-  ~A TAg (A)A-  t) 
= B-T( - [0 .... NTg(Alv)AN] + HNH-1A'rAg(A))A -1. (30a) 
Now, integration gives us equation (22a). This completes the derivation of  equations (22a) and 
(23a). 
Bounds (22a) and (23a) coincide with bounds (22) and (23) except for the extra factor of  Ag(A).  
Repeating the proofs of  bounds (41) and (42), we arrive at bound (41) again and at the following 
generalization of  bound (42): 
/~r ~< II(g(h) - g(.f l))(g(J l))- 'AA-'r(:c) + (Ag(A) - 71g(~l))(~lg(,4)A)-lem 112, A-t  = A- ' (~,  A). 
12. COMMENTS ON THE APPL ICAT ION TO NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING 
The MBF method (and likewise the PMBF method) naturally applies to nonlinear programming;  
the estimates of  Theorem 3.1 hold for/z and v of  the form O(1/2), for A = 2I  and for 2 ~ oo. The 
global quadratic convergence of  Newton's  method is not guaranteed anymore,  although the worst 
case theoretical estimates tend to be overly pessimistic on the average input [9]. Due to the extension 
of  Theorem 3.1, the algorithm recursively improves approximations ~, fi to the solution 
x*, u*, where in each recursive step we start with u = Uold and obtain Unew = ~, such that 
I[ u* - u l[2 ~< (a/2)[l u* - u 112 for a being invariant in 2, so that the convergence is at least linear with 
the asymptot ic error constant at most a/2. For a sufficiently large 2, we have a/2 < 0.5 (say), so 
that in j steps the initial approximat ions to u* and x*  will be improved by the factor of  at least 2:. 
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APPENDIX 
Numerical Stability Problems in an Application of  the MBF Method to an LP Problem in the Canonical Form 
Let us apply the MBF method to the dual pair of the LP problems given in the canonical form: 
x* = argndn{cTxlArx =b, x >10}, (A.l) 
u* = argmax{ b TulAu = c}, (A.la) 
where A ~ Rm..; c ,x  ~ Rm.l,b,u ~ Rn.t,m >~ n. 
We may, of course, reduce quation (A.l) to format (7) by expressing some of the variables (x)~ from the system Arx = b 
or simply by replacing the equations ATx = b by the inequalities ATx >i b, --ATx >I -b .  On the other hand, we may directly 
define an MBF for the problem (A.1), (A.la) as follows: 
F(u, x, 2) = CTX -- 2 -lUT ln0,x + e,,), (A.2) 
on the linear manifold 
Arx = b. 
Corollary 3.1 and Algorithm 6.1 can be extended to this case. In such an extension of Algorithm 6.1, Newton's tep is 
reduced to computing 
y, = argmin{(l/2)(D2 F(u, x, 2)y)ry + (DxF(x, u, ).))rylAry = 0}, 
which in turn reduces to solving the linear system, 
).UA-2y + c = UA-'em + Av, (A.3) 
a ry=0,  (A.4) 
where A = 2x + e~,, and the unknowns are the vectors y ~ R and v e R,~l. We may express y from equation (A.3), substitute 
this expression into equation (A.4) and obtain (assuming that u > 0) that 
y = -A2(2U)-lc + 2-1Ae,, + (2U)-lA2Av, 
A r0 ,U  ) - IA2Av = A TA2 0. U) - Ic - A T), - tAem, (A.5) 
so that the vector v is the least-squares solution to the linear system 
(2U)-t/2AAv = 2-1/2(U-t/2Ac - UJ/2e,.). (A.6) 
Due to the complementary slackness conditions for the LP problem (A.l), (A.2), at least n components of u* turn into 
0, which generally implies numerical instability of the solution of the linear system (A.5) as u--. u*. This di~culty, however, 
can be avoided if we use preconditioning, that is, replace the scalar 2 by the diagonal matrix A in equation (A.2) and 
throughout and choose A of the form A ffi 2U -~ for an appropriate scalar 2; alternatively, we may keep A in the form 
2L but whenever a new value of the vector u is computed, we may replace ach of its n smallest components by their average 
value. 
